LIFE IS A BOND OF UNIVERSAL LOVE

Overpowered often by passions and desires
We fail to evade the charms of lust and anger,
The fuss of temptations often create illusions
And love loses its sheen before the passions.

Ripple after ripple of thoughtful verses
If they flow in the mind with righteousness;
One shall be able to light the wicks of peace
Filled with the radiance of love and grace.

If we move away from the fires of hate,
Also from the tempting desires and doubts;
One can weave the threads of passion,
To knit together, peace, love and concern.

When the soil of the mind is got sprinkled
With the water of love; love gets kindled;
The thoughts of compassion shall rain mercy
A collaboration of goodwill, one can foresee.

Realize! Life is a bond of universal love
Forgiveness and mercy are characteristics;
They promote self-acceptance amongst us
To share the universal bond of love and bliss.